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Synthesis of controlled nonlinear simulated circuit 
elements based on a GlC-structure 

Tecla Goras, Dimitrie Alexa, Liviu Goras' 

Abstract - In this communications the possibilities 
ofTcred by the Antoniou's GIC structure to synthesizc 
electricaliy controlled nonlinear (generalized) circuit 
elements are analyzed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electrically controlled elements have found 
appiications in many areas of electric and electronic 
engineering. Currently used techniques are based on 
semiconductor devices like diodes or transistors, 
analog multipliers, thermaJ, opticaK electric or 
magnetic controlled devices etc. A method based on 
the use of multipliers has been reported in (!]. The 
controlled element was the so-called x-controlled 
scalor and had the property of electrically scaling any 
linear or nonlinear circuit element. Basically, the x-
controlled scalor is a 3-port for vvhich, the 
characteristic ^ seen'^ at port 1 is a scaled version (on 
current or voltage) of the characteristic of the element 
connected at the output port, depending on the 
controlled signal appiied at the third port. 
The power scalor is a linear 2-port described by the 
transmission matrix 

= 
O 

O 
K, (1) 

and transforms a nonlinear resistive element u=f(i) 
connected at the output into a nonlinear resistive 
element of the form 

u:=KJ(i/K) (2) 

An interesting class of controlled two-ports is that of 
mutators and generalized mutators [2-4]. They are 
two-ports having the property that the nonlinear 

element "seen" at port one has a similar characteristic 
compared to that of the element connected at the 
output port but of another type. As an example, a GR 
mutator transforms the nonlinear resistor described by 
an i(u) characteristic connected at the output port into 
a nonlinear capacitor described by a similar 
characteristic q(u) for an impedance converter and 
u(q) for an impedance inverter. More general, a 
mutator described by transmission matrices of the 
type 

T = 
'as" 0 ' ' 0 bs-' 

• T„ = 
0 ds" cs" 0 

(3) 

{s stands for derivative and s'^ for integration) for 
impedance converters and inverters respectively, 
transforms a nonlinear element described by one of 
the relations 

(4) 

into a nonlinear element described respectively by 
f{s'-"ild)\ s' -'t'd^ /(s'-'u/a) 

s'-'-Uc^ /{s' -"'u/b)\ 5' ""ufb = /{s'-"i/c) ^^^ 

The implementation of such elements is possible 
using OA's or other active elements. 

n. THE GIC-TYPE CONTROLLED STRUCTURE 

It has been previousiy shown [4] that Antoniou's GIC 
structure that has input impedance 
Z,n = (Z,Z3Z5)/(Z2Z4) (Fig. l) represents a flexible 
way to simulate a large class of nonlinear 
(generalized) circuit elements and a similar structure 
has been used to synthesize tunable filters [5]. 
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Using the above structure, it has been shown in [4] 
that the foilowing scalor-type result can be obtaincd 
(Table 1) 
On the other hand, most op-amp JFET siructures for 
the realization of positive or negative voltage-
controlled impedances that have been reported use the 
techniquc of Nay and Budak. The equation describing 
the JFET drain current ID in the nonsaturated region 
is 

Fig. 1 Antoniou's GIC struciure. 

Table 1 

Nr. Output 
por t ' 

Transmission matrix Type of tvvo - port Nr. Output 
por t ' Nonlinear case Linear case 

Type of tvvo - port 

1 1 
0 1 

^R^G.RjG, 0 

0 1 voltage scalor 

2 2 
" 0 Rfi.R,' 

G, 0 
povver scalor cascaded with 

ideal gyrator 

3 3 
0 ( / ,=«, ) ( . ) 

0 
0 G,/?j power scalor 

4 4 
0 0 Rj ' 

0 
povver scalor cascaded with 

ideal g> rator 

5 5 
"i 0 

0 (/, 

1 0 
0 current scalor 

(6) 

vvhere Ipss is the saturation drain current and Vp is the 
threshold voltage. If the JFET gate-to-source voitage 
Vgs satisfies 

l / 2 

A y ^ i ^ R 

^GS - ^ (7) 

vvhere Vds is the drain-to-source voltage and VQ is a 
control voltage, then the drain current Id will be linear 
in Vds and 

Ir 
(8) 

As the above equation is valid only for small values of 
Vds, the extension of the linear range can be achieved 
by reducing the drain-to-source voltage of the JFET to 
a fraction a « l of the input voltage V to keep the 
JFET in the nonsaturated region, i.e., 
VDs = aV. 

Fig. 2. The configuralion proposed in [5] 

Basically, the control of the input impedance value Z,n 
can be obtained by replacing any of the impedances 
Z„ i = 1-5» with a JFET operating in the nonsaturated 
region. To fulfill the conditions for linear operation 
and wide dynamic range, a suppiementary op-amp 
was embedded into the GIC structure. the impedances 
Z4 and Z5 were replaced by tvvo resistances R4 = aR 
and R5 = R, and the impedance Z3 was replaced by the 
JFET drain to source as shown in Fig. 2. 
Straightforward analysis gives the foilowing 
expression for the input impedance: 

7 = ^l^JFET 
j n ry aZ, (9) 

vvhere 
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R IfET Ioss(Vc-2V,) 

-I.W-) 
(10) 

is the drain-to-source resisiance of ihe JFIIT. 
The drain-lo-source vollage is independent of Zi, Z2, 
and of the transislor paranieters. 

The main idea of this paper is lo combine the results 
relaied 10 scalor-lype configurations based on the GIC 
slructure with the controlled architecture shown in 
Fig. 2. Thus, we allow in the above configuration 
noniinear elements as well. The resuits presented in 
Table 1 can be easiJy particularized by considering 
that port 3 has the resistance RjFET/a where Rjfet is 
controlled according lo equation (10). 

Iii. SiMULATlON RESULTS 

The above theoretical considerations have been 
verified by simulation as shown below. The 
characteristics shown in Fig. 3 have been obiaincd 
using resistances of IK on all branches except the 
controlling one. 

.1, i " " ii» 'i» 
• • • 

Fig. 5. Input characterislic for branch 2 consisling of two 
antiparallei connected diodes. All other branches except the 

coniroiling one are linear resistors.. 

The last two figures represent similar characteristics 
obtained with the antiparallei connected diodes on 
branch 4 and 5 respectively. The resuits are similar to 
those obtained with the noniinear element connected 
on branches 2 and 1 respectively. 

/ 
\ 

Fig. 3. Voltage controlled resistance. 

The resuits of Fig. 4 represent scaled versions of two 
antiparallei connected diodes placed in branch 1. 

Fig. 6. Input characterislic for branch 4 consisling of two 
antiparallei connected diodes. All other branches except the 

controlling one are linear resistors. 

* - -\ l - . .2JV 

Fig. 7, Input characterislic for branch 5 consisling of two 
anliparallel connected diodes. All other branches except the 

controlling one are linear resistors. 

The simulations have been performed within input 
and control voltage iimits that did not lead to voltage 
and/or current saturations for the OA's, 

Fig. 4. Input charactenstic for branch 1 consisling of two 
antiparallei connected diodes. All other branches except the 

controlling one are linear resistors. 

The resuits in Fig. 5 have been obtained using two 
antiparallei connected diodes placed on branch 2. The 
GlC-type structure behaves like a controlled scalor 
cascaded with a gyrator (reflector). 

IV. CONCLUDINGREMARKS 

It has been shown that using a FET controlled GIC-
type structure voltage controlled scalors and/or scalors 
cascaded with gyrator can be obtained. The structure 
is versatile and can be easily implemented. Moreover, 
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using capacitors placed on various branches, C-R or 
L-R mutators can be obtained as well. 
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